
 

Our last topic was linear programming LP The objective and all

constraints had to be linear Although we didn't make much ofit
our decision variable 1 EIR meaning it could be any
real vector

If instead we require some or au of the components

in X to be integers then we have a mixed integer
linear program MILD In this case we can define our

decision variable as
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discrete
That is nd components in are required to be integers

and he components are real numbers gontinuous

A general form of a MILD is
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Unlike other classes of problems there aren't necessary conditions
to help us find candidate points Solution of MILB is

primarily algorithmic based on solving sequences of LPs
The solution process we'll discuss later is called branch a bound

Example You are a supervisor with 4 employees
There are also 4 jobs to be done Based on

past history you knowhowlong it takes eachemployee
to do eachjob How do you assignthe jobs to
minimize to total completion time

Jobs
I 2 3 4

Matt 3 5 I 7

whitney g z z y

Tyler 2 6 8
10
Jenna 8 3 3 2

Before we formulate this as an optimization problem let's try
guessing Startingwith Matt we can godown the list always
picking the best option for that person This is a greedy approach

it might work it mightnot

M3 w 2 T i T 4
I 2 2 2 7



you could write out all possible permutations It could work

for this small problem but not for bigger problems
4 24 8 40,320 16 72 1012 I2otrillion

To write as an optimizationproblem use index i to denote

employees and index j to denote jobs

The decisionvariable is Xij It equals 1 when job j is
assigned to employee i It equals Zero otherwise

The objective function is minimize CijXij where Cij

captures the data in the table above

Each employee must be assigned one job T.ge lij 1 Hi

Each job must be assigned to an employee i Xij 1 Hj

And each Xij must be zero or one Xing E oil It i j

This is an integer program It can be solved using MATLAB's

intlinprog The solution is the same as our heuristic
above This is rarely the case

This type of problem iscalled an assignment problem



Example you are the logistics engineer for a shippingcompany
Products have already been packaged into crates

and there are six differenttypes of crates each

having a known mass and value

I 2 3 4 5 6

Mass leg 30 20 30 90 30 70

Value 60 TO 40 70 20 90

The maximum mass on the delivery truck is 1,000 leg
How many crates of each type do youput on the
truck to maximize the delivery value

A greedy approach is to only take the most valuable crate
as many times as possible

Taking crate 6 fourteen times gives a mass of 980 kg
t value of 1,260

Another greedyapproach is to take the lightest crate as

many times as possible

Taking crate 2 fifty times gives a mass of 1,000 leg
t value of 3,500



1

we now formulate as an optimizationproblem

The variables are Xp Xz Xie which indicate how many
crates of each type are put on the truck

maximize 604 70 2 40 3 70 4 20 5 t 40 6

S t 30X t 20Xz 30 3 90 4 30 5 70 6 E 1,000

Xi E IZ ti

This is an integer program The answer is Xz 50 all

other s equal Zero This is the same as our second

greedy approach above

This typeof problem is called a knapsackproblem

you are seeinghowmanyobjects you can put intoyour knapsack



Example We now add more constraints to the above problem

you cannot send more than 10 crates of the same type

0k Xi E lo ut i

you can only send crates of type 3 if you send at least
one crate of type 4

3 E boxy

At least one of the following has to be satisfied
i a total of at least 4 crates oftype or 2 is selected

ii a total of at least 4 crates of Type5 or 6 is selected

X Xz Z 4y
Xs Xu Z 4 l y

y t oil

This is again an integer program Observe that the or

constraint requires us to introduce a new binary variable


